BLANKET PURCHASE ORDER  
STATE OF MARYLAND  

BPO NO: 001B9400335  PRINT DATE: 03/20/19  PAGE: 01

SHIP TO:
AS SPECIFIED ON INDIVIDUAL ORDERS

VENDOR ID:
MELWOOD HORTICULTURAL TRAINING CTR.  
C/O DONNA J BURR, DIR  
5606 DOWER HOUSE RD  
UPPER MARLBORO, MD 20772  
(000 )000-0000

REFER QUESTIONS TO:
CHARLES BAILEY  
(410 )767-6056  
CHARLES.BAILEY1@MARYLAND.GOV

ITB: V00R9401598  EXPR DATE: 04/01/22  DISCOUNT TERMS: . NET 30 DAY
POST DATE: 03/14/19  CONTRACT AMOUNT: 333,788.14

TERMS:
ARTICLES HEREIN ARE EXEMPT FROM MARYLAND SALES AND USE TAXES BY EXEMPTION CERTIFICATE NUMBER 3000256-3 AND FROM FEDERAL EXCISE TAXES BY EXEMPTION NUMBER 52-73-0358K. IT IS THE VENDOR'S RESPONSIBILITY TO ADVISE COMMON CARRIERS THAT AGENCIES OF THE STATE OF MARYLAND ARE EXEMPT FROM TRANSPORTATION TAX.

V00 19 1L412 0814 $333,788.14

AGENCY CONTACT: RONALD SMALLWOOD, (301) 782-2484, RONALD.SMALLWOOD@MARYLAND.GOV

VENDOR CONTACT: MARK HEGARTY, (571) 263-9832, MAHEGARTY@MELWOOD.ORG

RETAIN CONTRACT AND DETAILED SPECIFICATIONS FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.

LINE # STATE ITEM ID U/M UNIT COST
0001 98836-000000 EA 333,788.1400

GROUNDS MAINTENANCE

GROUNDS MAINTENANCE AT DJS CHELTENHAM YOUTH DETENTION CENTER FOR A TERM OF THREE (3) YEARS, 3/21/19 THROUGH 3/31/22.

END OF ITEM LIST
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